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Iconic history and a thoroughly modern sense of enjoyment come together at Hamilton Hotel, where genuine service and relaxed grandeur create the ultimate Washington, D.C. destination.



BOOK DIRECT WITH HAMILTON

	Flexible Cancellation Policy
	The Best Rate, Guaranteed
	Exclusive Hamilton Packages
	Breakfast Included in Select Rates
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                                         100 YEARS OF HAMILTON

                                                            Since 1922, Hamilton Hotel has channeled the sophistication and energy of Washington into a stay so authentically D.C. that it’s on the National Register of Historic Places.
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                                                A Quintessential D.C. Destination

                                                                        Specialty Suites

                                                                        Co-curated with local and national partners like HBO and the Newseum, Specialty Suites are an immersive and entertaining visit with the city’s cultural and political history.


                                                                    

                                        
                                                 A Quintessential D.C. Destination

                                                                        The best in dining

                                                                        Chef Colin Clark showcases fine-dining innovation across Hamilton Hotel’s offerings, from a relaxed and approachable signature restaurant to in-room dining and private events.


                                                                    

                                        
                                                A Quintessential D.C. Destination

                                                                        Authentic Interaction

                                                                        Warm and genuine connections are just the beginning. With individualized service and a deep knowledge of Washington, D.C., the Hamilton team takes hospitality seriously.


                                                                    

                                        
                                                A Quintessential D.C. Destination

                                                                        History In the details

                                                                        Marbled and ornate, the one hundred-year old Hamilton Hotel has hosted musicians and presidents, inaugural balls, and society events. To stay is to experience history.
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                        HAMILTON Benefits

                        
                Special offers make for an extra-special stay, and Friends of Hamilton receive all the benefits. Choose from city-centric packages or opt for late check-out and other friendly perks.
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                                                Rightly celebrated, Via Sophia reimagines the osteria experience for Downtown D.C. with a menu of Italian classics and authentic Neapolitan pizzas.
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                                                Secreted-away and oh-so-exclusive in feel, the best bartenders in the District mix bespoke cocktails at Society, the city’s first luxe micro-bar.
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                     2022 World's Best Awards

                    Hamilton Hotel was voted #6 Best Hotel in Washington D.C. in Travel + Leisure's 2022 World's Best Awards. Stay for yourself and see why.
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                    The Written Word

                    From awards to media mentions, people can’t stop talking about Hamilton Hotel in Washington, D.C. – and that’s a very good thing.


                

            


                    

    






    
                
        

        

                        INVITING  Rooms & Suites

            
            
                                
                    With luxurious amenities, comfortable elegance, and a lineup of Specialty Suites that reflect the city’s cultural relevance, Hamilton offers an experience you can’t help but enjoy.
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                         INCOMPARABLE Events

                        
                D.C.’s most stunning venues. With 18,000 square feet of modern and versatile space, impeccable service, and an absolutely ideal location, Hamilton was made for landmark events.
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            LOCATION
                        See The City

            
            
                                Hamilton Hotel has an insider’s perspective on local must-see spots, under-the-radar destinations, and the best things to do while you’re visiting the District of Columbia.
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                    DC                    20005                
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                Thank you for your interest.
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                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
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